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No more water in the floor
With this fully electronic integrated solution, users
won’t need to move away from the sink, thus avoiding
any residues of paper, soap or water on the floor, a
typical downside of traditional system.

No-touch integrated solution.
Air + water + soap | all-in-one

Sink in Corian® Dupont™

Corian® is an outstanding, versatile

and easily customisable material,

which always guarantees the

highest levels of performance

and creativity to suit every need.

The sink is 12 mm thick.

Invisible opening
SuperTris is equipped with a magnetic

opening system (key supplied), which 

makes it easy to inspect the air filter 

and refill the soap tank.

Hidden magnetic opening system with 

no external screw. 

Simple

Hygienic

Ecologic

Electronic hand dryer
Dries hands in only

20 seconds with

a warm and

pleasant air flow.

Electronic tapware
An easy-to-use,

energy-saving solution

for a rational and intelligent

use of water resources.

Electronic soap dispenser 
Equipped with liquid dispenser

and peristaltic pump, it also features

an anti-drip system to ensure

maximum hygiene and sink cleanliness.

Flexible and customisable
A wide array of colours, finishes and

sizes to choose from. SuperTris modular

system can be adjusted to fit alla spaces.

Each emplacement is composed of a

soap dispenser, a tap and a hand dryer

which are all electronic.

The mechanical, water and electronic

parts are pre-assembled and the

electric components are protected IP 67.

Sloped sink
The sink is available with single sink or
sloped bowl and in all Corian® 
colours.
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